
The aim is to provide the facilities needed and was being observed from the  social be-
haviors. In short- term stage, the project plans to in the higher lever to design " self-built 
activities" ,to provide and give the local community and the coming users the space 
where I call the "spontaneous community".

Wadi Al Remam's area and specifically the 10 Arches bridge site and it's surroundings 
have a very clear existing social phenomena. People are already practicing informal 
habits such as the interection with the railway track without any buffer zone, living the 
bridge experience, children and the mechanical shops ‘ Child labor”  and reusing junk 
and waste and transforming it to artistic products.This project is accommodating these 
actions of walking,sitting, playing and working through taking the spaces and facilitating 
it to make more livable especially for children  and adding the value of the heritage in 
that site through adding functions and serving these actions, it is a society project and 
community oriented that is also trying to serve the surrounding area users. Giving the 
area importance a make the society as part of the program, they can come and utilize 
the space.

Main aims:

1.Facilitating existing social behaviors
2.Accommodat ing the need of the people in this specific place
3.Giving attention to Amman heritage
4.Adding functions that give the space more value
5."Protagonist" of each spot; that every element that prevails in the area
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Lastly, Several cycles were being observed during daytime and night in different days Lastly, Several cycles were being observed during daytime and night in different days 
of the week and notice how the spaces is being used ,mostly the site is being used by 
children, as a place where they play around the railway, hanging out and walking 
through the bridge,junk yard and also observing the heritage bridge. The main thing 
from the project is making the space more livable, safe and entertaining.
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